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GREAT WHITE MYSTERY – SCIENCE KS3 
 
OVERVIEW AND CURRICULUM LINKS 
 
This multi-activity discussion workshop looks at the possibility of Great White Sharks being resident in British 
waters. The learning session allows students to extend their investigative skills and draw conclusions from a 
range of real-life evidence. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 

 Understand how a shark is different from bony fish 
 

 Discuss and evaluate real evidence from photographs, shark teeth and newspaper reports 
 

 Draw a final conclusion based on the evidence given and the students own ideas 
 
WORKSHOP CONTENT 
 
The session begins with an introduction to sharks and how they differ from bony fish. We then pose the 
question ‘Do we have Great White Sharks in British waters?’ We ask pupils to examine the evidence so far and 
come to their own conclusions.  
 
Students then move through a carousel of three activities, each requiring team work and discussion. There are 
five sharks given as possible answers to the questions posed; Great White, Mako, Porbeagle, Basking Shark 
and White Tip Reef Shark. The students need to discuss the evidence and decide which of these five sharks is 
most likely.  

 
Shark Bites! Using real shark teeth and photographs of genuine shark bites, work out which shark may have 
caused which bite. 

 
Seas like Ours: Which sharks really swim in seas like ours? Use our illustrated information books to help you 
find out. 

 
It’s a Fin! There are plenty of newspaper articles on shark sightings – but what sort of shark have they really 
seen? Using real evidence, see if you can solve the mystery. 

 
We go through the answers we actually know and discuss the students’ findings before asking them for an 
overall conclusion on the likelihood of Great White Sharks being in British waters. We then look at what Great 
White Sharks really want and whether our waters are suitable. Students are asked to work out what evidence 
would be needed to prove that they are here.  

 
Finally, we point out that even if the Great White is swimming in our seas it is extremely unlikely any of us will 
ever see one. Unfortunately, they are an endangered species. 
 
 
 
 
 


